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INTRODUCTION 
In [3], 0. Arino and P. Seguier considered the problem of finding the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution of 
x’(t)=f(t- l,x(t- 1))-f(t,.u(t)). (1) 
f(t, U) being a real continuous function, increasing in U, such that the trans- 
lations f(. + t, .), T 2 0, are relatively compact in some sense. Noticing that 
the expression x(t) + I;- , f(~, X(S)) d s IS constant along the solutions of (1) 
(so, defining a “first integral” Z(x) for (1)) these authors proved that the 
asymptotic behaviour of the solutions depends only on the value of I(x). 
Their method relies essentially on the following comparison property (due 
to the monotonicity of .f): c$, d d2 =z-x(~,)<x(~~), combined with the 
existence of I and use of limiting equations. The special order on R plays a 
role in this method and, because of that, extensions along these lines to 
higher dimensions seem to be difficult, or artificial. 
Nevertheless, there is a real need for such extensions; in fact, Eq. (1) is a 
very special case of equations coming from compartmental models of 
biological systems. Let us briefly explain how this occurs, referring to 
[4, 51 for more details. A biological system may sometimes be divided into 
“black boxes” with a flow of materials (fluids, or gas, or information) 
between these boxes. The diagram is typical of such representations. 
Denoting by g,,,(r, U) the rate of the outflow (per unit of time) from B, 
towards Bi, at time t, and considering that it takes a time so for the 
material to go from B, to B,, one first can express, for each box B,, the 
variation of the material in it due to its connection with B,. Then, summing 
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up all these variations and dividing by At --t 0, one obtains the system of 
equations 
(Ei):%z f (gii(t-z,),Xi(f-z;j(t))-g,i(t,xj(t))), i = l,..., n, 
j=I 
E= (Ei), i = l,..., n (n = the number of boxes). 
From their role in the model, we see that the g,(t, U)‘S may be assumed 
nondecreasing in U; if n = 1, the system reduces to an equation of type (1). 
So, the equation (E) is, in fact, a very natural generalization of (1). 
Now, coming back to ( I ), a fundamental role is played in [3] by two 
functionals, which turn out to be Lyapunov functionals; this aspect is 
implicit in [3]. These functionals make use of the order on R, but they 
have a quite natural extension to the vectorial framework, particularly for 
systems of type (E), to which we will limit ourselves here. This leads to a 
result on behaviour which extends the one found in [3]. In the sequel we 
will first indicate notations and general assumptions on the system (E); 
then, we will introduce the fundamentals and show how they yield the 
desired results. In the conclusion, we will compare our results with related 
works [4, 71. 
I. PROBLEM SET: GENERAL NOTATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS 
We consider the system (E) of delay differential equations ( Ei), i = I,..., n, 
as mentioned in the Introduction, where ri,Jt) = r;,, (=constant), and the 
g,/s verify the following: 
(a) gi,,(4 0) = 0, t E R; 
(b) gi,j is continuous, and, for each fixed 
u, is bounded in t; 
(Ho) 
(c) gJ t, U) is non-decreasing in U. 
Assumptions (a) and (c) together imply that g,(t, x), x 3 0. 
NOTATION I. 7 = max r ,,,, 1 < i, ,j< tz 
Rrmurk 1. These assumptions ensure that the system (E) has, for given 
data, a solution defined on a whole half-interval ([r,, + a)), but there is 
not necessarily uniqueness. By data, we will mean a continuous vector 
function 4 = (4,) 1 < id n), with 4, defined on [ -7, 01. We will denote by 
C,,, or simply C, the set of these functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let x he u solution of (E). Then the expression 
is a constant. 
NOTATION 2. We denote by Z(x) this constant, or, if the computation is 
done from x/[t - 7, t] and precision is necessary, by I,(x). 
Proof of the Lemma. We take the sum, on each side, of the n equations 
,c, 2= i ii: Cg,.,(t-7 i.,r r,(t-r;,,li-x,.;(t-x,(r))lj 
,=I ;= I 
so 
i d.“l= i i 
,=, dt 
[g,.,(t-7 ,,,’ x,(t - 7,,,)) - g;.,(t, x,(t))l. (*I 
r=l j=l 
Each one of the terms in the sum above can be interpreted as the derivative 
of -sip7 ,,,..” 
Integrating both members of (*), we get the result. We will now get a 
comparison result due to monotonicity. 
LEMMA 2. Let q5, ti he gioen in C, with Q,(s) d $,(s), for SE [ -7, 01, 
i= l,..., n; and, t, E R. And let x (=(x,), i= I,..., n), resp. J’ 
( = (y,), i = I,..., n), be solutions of’ (E), such that x,~ = 4, ylo = $. Then 
+q(t) G v,(t)3 i = l,..., n, t > t,. 
ProojI Let i be fixed, 1 < i< n. We set 
u = x,(t); u = JJ;( t); 
G(t, u) = - i g,,,(t> ~1; 
,‘I 
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h,= i gi,j(t-Ti,j,x,(f-Ti,i)); 
,=l 
h, = $J gi,,(l - Tt,j9 YjCt - ‘f.1)). 
j= I 
We have 
ti = G(t, u(t)) + h,(f), 
6 = G(t, u(t)) + h*(t), 
and h, 6 h,, u(r,) 6 46,). 
Considering (ti - 15). (u - u) d (h, - h2). (u - u), we can see that with 
u(tO)--(tO)<O, u(t)--(t) will stay ~0 as long as A,-h,<O. In order to 
get the behavior, we will need a stronger comparison property. In [3], this 
question is extensively treated. Here, we will take the most straightforward 
assumption: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (Hb); i.e., (H,) and the gi,,(t, u)‘s are Lipschit- 
zeun in u, locally uniformly in (t, u). !f q5,< II/ ;, i = l,..., n, and, ,for some i, in 
[IL..., nl, we haoe d,(O) < $i,(O). Then x,,(t) < u,~(c), t > t, (with the 
notations of Lemma 2). 
Proof We return to the preceding proof, and we consider 
zi-ti=G(t,u)-G(t,u)+h,-h,, 
where, now, u = x,, u = y,. Using the fact that h, -h, d 0 (in [to, to + T]), 
we see that ti - ti < G(t, u) - G(t, u), and, with the Lipschitzean character, 
we are led to 
ti-zidk(f)(U(Z)-u(t)). 
Here k is in Loo(t,,, t, + r), and, by integration (or, using Gronwall type 
inequality), we get 
u(t) - u(t) d (u(t,) - u(t,)) exp {’ k(s) ds, t,<t<t+c 
10 
So, from u( to) - u( to) < 0, the conclusion of Proposition 1 follows. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and the fact 
that x = 0 is a trivial solution of (E): 
COROLLARY 1. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 2, if I# > 0 (i.e., 
di>O, i= l,..., n) (resp. < 0), then x 2 0 (resp. x < 0). Therefore, each 
solution of(E) is bounded. 
We will now introduce a notion of oscillation which will play the same 
role as scalar oscillations in [3] in classifying solutions, 
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DEFINITION I. Let .Y = (.Y, ,..., .Y,,) be a function defined on an interval 
It,,. + x). We will say that .Y is oscillating near to 0 if, for each t,, f, 3 t,, 
we have 
inf x;(s) d 0 6 sup x~(s). 
,ZI, \ 2 I, I = I.. ..,1 ,= I,. ,,, 
LEMMA 3. Assume (H,); then a sufficient condition for oscillation of x, a 
solution of (E), is that I(x) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. Assume (Hb). If x is an oscillating solution of (E), then, for 
ta to, we have 
min x,(s) < 0 < max xi(s). 
r-r<.s$, I-I<S<l i = I.-J I = I.. ..n 
Thertlfore, each limiting point qf an oscillating solution is an oscillating 
,function (with the same property as x; i.e., it is oscillating on each interval qf 
length 5). 
Proof: It is a direct consequence of Proposition 1 and the definition of 
oscillation. 
Remark 2. By a limiting point (or function) of a function x, we mean a 
function y such that 
y(t)= lim x(t + t,), for some t,-+ +co, n-02. 
n-z 
Here, the limit holds generally in the sense of the locally uniform con- 
vergence. By analogy, if we consider an evolution equation (*) du/dt = 
F(t, u(t)), and for each fixed U, F( t, U) has a limiting point, thus defining a 
limiting function of U: F(t, u), the equation du/dt = p(t, u(t)) will be called a 
limiting equation of the equation (*). 
Remark 3. Other choices could be made in defining oscillations in R”. 
For example, we could require that each component be oscillating, which is 
stronger than our actual definition. The problem is that we are then unable 
to ensure a kind of uniform oscillation property for the solutions of (E), as 
stated in Lemma 4, and so we do not know if there is a limiting property 
for these oscillations. 
Remark 4. Another concept would be the strict oscillation property 
inf,S,i, x,(s) < 0 < supC+, xi(s). With this, Lemma 4 holds under (Ho). Since 
the emphasis in this paper is on methods, we will not worry about such 
refinements, but rather refer the reader back to [3]. 
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II. MAIN RESULT: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR IN TERMS OF Z(x) 
This section will be devoted to proving the following: 
THEOREM. Assume (H:), that is: (a) (Hb) (in Proposition 1) with “locally 
uniformly” replaced with “uniformly with respect to the sets [w x B, for any 
bounded subset B in [w”; precisely, for each such B, we suppose that there 
exists M,< +co, such that Ig,,,(t,u)-gj,,(t,u)l 6M,(u-v(, i,j= l,..., n, 
tE(W; u, vE B; and, 
(b) The relative compacity of the positive translations g,.,(. +s, .), 
s>,O, with respect to the topology qf the uniform convergence on bounded 
sets in [w X [w. 
Then the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of(E) depends only on the 
value of the ‘first integral’ I; i.e., let x, y be two solutions of(E), such that 
1(x)=1(y). Then x(t)- y(t)+O, t+ +oo. 
To prove this result, we will use Luypunov functionals on pairs of 
solutions; we now introduce these functionals. 
DEFINITION 2. 
+ (#j-$j)+(s))- g,.i(s+ t, Il/j(S))I ds. 
W(t, 4, tj) = same formula replacing ( , ) + with ( , ) -, where 
x+ = max(x, 0); x- = min(x, 0). 
Remark 5. In view of the monotonicity of the gi,is we could write the 
quantity under jYr,,, as 
Cgi.jts + t3 #ji(s)) -gi,jts + t9 Il/jts))l + (and, as [ ] -, for W). 
These expressions can be interpreted as coming from centering the system 
around a particular state function $, and the solution associated to it, and 
measuring the deviation of the other solutions with respect to it. 
We will now establish some properties of V, W as separate functions of 
their arguments 4, $. In fact, the properties of V, W with respect to C$ and 
II/ are the same; we need only look at one of the arguments, say 4. And it is 
not difficult to see that these properties are independent of the origin tj; so, 
we can restrict to the case II/ = 0. 
NOTATION 3. Vo( t, 4) = V( t, 4, 0); W,,( t, 4) = W( t, 4, 0). 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let .Y( t) = (.i-, (t) ,_... -l-,,(t)) h e u .roiution of (E). Then, I/IC 
Jimction I’( t ) = V,,( t. .u,) is non-increusing (and, hounded he/a~,, I’ 3 0); 
w(t) = Wo(t, x,) is non-decreasing (and, hounded above, w < 0). 
Proof: We first consider u; from the definition of V, we see that V is 
non-negative, so u 3 0. Let us now look at the monotonicity. We will prove 
directly that, for any t, t’, t’ > t 2 t,, we have u(t) >, u(t’). From the 
definition of x +, we have x,+(s) > X,(X), t - z d s < t. Therefore, if x(s, t, + ) 
denotes the solution of (E) associated to xs (,s) = (x:(s),..., x,‘(s)) as data 
on [t -T. t], Proposition 1 implies that x,(s, t, + ) 3 x,(.s), s 3 t - r, 
i= 1 ,...) t1; and since .Y,(.F, t, + ) 2 0 (Corollary 1 ), we obtain that 
xi(s, t, + ) 3 x:(s), s 3 t - f, i = l,..., n. In particular, .u;(s, 2, + ) 3 x,+(s), 
t’ - T 6 s < t’, i = l,..., n, and, so, applying Proposition 1 once more, we find 
that 
x,(s, 4 + ) 3x,(s, t’, + ), s 3 t’ - T, i = I,..., n. 
NOW, Vo(t, x,) = 1(x(., t, + )), and, because of the invariance of I along the 
solutions of (E), this equals I,,(,~(., t, + )). Because of the monotonicity of 
V(thus Z,,) with respect to its second variable, and the above inequality, we 
get 
Z,,(x(., t, + )) 3 Z,(x(., t’, + )) = Vo( t’, x,3). 
So this gives v(t) 3 u(t’). 
Replacing g,,j with -g,,,,( t, - U) = A,,( t, u), which has the same properties 
as g,,i, we find the followmg relation between the functionals associated to 
g = k,,,) and h = (4,): v&t, 4) = - Wdf, -4); W&t, $I= - Vh(& -4) 
(with obvious notations). Now, if x is a solution of (E,), (-x) is a solution 
of (E,,). Therefore, w(t) = -VA(t), and this will yield the other assertion in 
Proposition 2. 
We are now ready to prove our theorem. Notice that (H:) implies, in 
particular, that the limiting functions of solutions are themselves solutions 
of limiting equations, which have the same properties as initial equations. 
NOTATION 3. (E), gi,,, .Z denote limiting equations and limiting 
functions (see Remark 2). (In other words, we will put the tilde above each 
symbol S to represent an object which has been obtained by a limiting 
process from an object initially represented with S.) 
The following proposition is the main step in the proving of the theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume (Hi). If x is a solution of (E), and 1 a limiting 
function of x, then x -+ is also a solution of a limiting equation, and, in fact, 
,? + solves the same limiting equation as 2. The same property holds with I ~. 
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Remark 6. In the case n = 1, this result is straightforward. If x is a 
solution of (1) (to which the system (E) reduces if we assume n = 1 ), and 1 
is a limiting function of x, then the monotonicity of u implies that 
v” = Constant; i.e., I,(-?’ ) = Const. We can differentiate this identity. We 
obtain (d/dt) Z,(I+ ) = 0, meaning that : is a solution of an equation that is 
a limiting equation of (1). This result has been used in [3]. In the vectorial 
case, the situation is more complicated. The equation (d/dt) I(.?+) = 0 is 
scalar; it is, in fact, the sum of an equation which constitutes a limiting 
system (E). We must then prove that if this sum vanishes, each of its terms 
also vanishes. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We will only show the result with ,?+. Observe 
that x+, ,i?+ are Lipschitzean. We will use differential inequalities based on 
Dini’s derivatives. 
Except if x is non-negative, there is no reason for x + to be a solution of 
(E). We will now prove that, nevertheless, x+ is a solution of a system of 
differential inequalities. 
LEMMA 5. 
j=l ,=I 
Proof of the Lemma. We fix i, i E [ l,..., n] and we show that D+x,+ 
verifies the inequality stated above. We may consider three cases: 
(1) x;(t)>O. Then, D+x; =(d/dt) x,(t), 
D’xC(t)= -Cg,,i(t,Xi(f))+Cgl.j,X,(t-~i,,,xj(t-z,,j)), 
I i 
xi( t ) = x,+ (t), and substituting + x, for x,, j # i, increases the value of the 
right-hand side (because of the monotonicity of g,., and x,+ 2x,). The 
inequality follows in this case. 
(2) x,(t)<O. Then x,+(3)=0, s near to t; D’x’(t)=O; the result 
then follows from g.,,,(t, 0) = 0 and Cg,,,( t - zi,,, x,? (t - tl,,) b 0. 
(3) x;(f) = 0. 
(a) If (d/df) x,(t) > 0, then x;(s) <O, for s close to t, s > t, 
x:(s) = 0, and so D+x,?(t) = 0, the rest follows as in (2). 
(b) If (d/d) x,(t)>O, then xi(s)>O, for s near to t, s> t, 
x,?(s) = xi(s), and so D+x+ (t) = (d/dt) x,(t), we conclude as in (1). 
(c) If (d/h) x,(t)=O, then D’x+(t)glim,,, (jxi(l+hjl/h)=O, 
and, so, we can conclude as in (a). This completes our proof of Lemma 5. 
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Proof of Proposition 3. Let x be a solution of (E), 
of x. We already noticed that 
Fo(t, 2,) = Const = PO(O, a,). 
We develop the equality 
x’ a limiting function 
= $, a,+(O) + i [() k,o,,(s, -f,+(s)) ds. 
i.,= 1 *‘.I 
We put all terms on one side. Using the fact that liPr,,, - Jomr!,, = 
jr, - s’mr:;j, and changing the indexes in C:;,_ , J& g,,,(s, T,+(S)) ds into 
XI,,= , 1; ~Js, .f,+ (s)) ds, we obtain 
$, (a,+(t)k’R:(oN+ i j”’ Cgj,lCs, aj+(S))-ii,,(S-Tg,,, a:(S-Ti,,))]=o. 
I./= I 0 
(*) 
We represent .?+ (1) - Z,+ (0) = j:, D+.?;(S) ds. So, (*) takes the form 
D+Z,+(s)+ f (2 ,., s, T,+(s)) - ,fi.j(s - ti,, .f,? (s - z;.,))) ( ds = 0. 
,=I 1 
Now, the inequalities of Lemma 5 apply to R+. This follows from two 
equally “good” reasons: either, by passing to the limit in the inequalities 
stated for x; or, by applying the lemma to the limiting equations and their 
solutions. Then, we find that, for each i, and almost every s, 
D+%W+&( s, 2; (s)) - 1 ,g,,.j(S - to, zj+(s - z,,,) = 0. 
I i 
This, with the continuity of the terms in x,, implies first that x,? is differen- 
tiable and, then, that x+ = (ZT,..., 2:) is a solution of (E). 
Before proving the theorem, we establish a proposition which, under a 
slightly stronger assumption than (Hl), states a geometric characterization 
of the behaviour. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume (H;;‘), that is, (H,“) and the strict monotonicity 
of the g,/s and their limiting functions. Then, each solution of (E) which 
oscillates near to 0 tends to 0 at infinity (where “oscillations” are considered 
in the sense of Definition 1, Section I.) 
Proqf: Let x be a solution of (E), oscillating near to 0. We will show 
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that each limiting function of x is 0. Now, if I is a limiting function of x, we 
know, from Proposition 3, that z+ and I- are solutions of the same 
limiting system (E) as 2. 
From Lemma 4, it follows that z+ and 1- are oscillating near to 0. 
Therefore, for each t’, there exist t, in [t’ - t, t’] and i, in Cl,..., n], such 
that x,: (to) = 0. From Proposition 1, it follows that xl(t) = 0, t < t,, and, 
then, (d/d) (xz) (t)=O, t< rO. 
So, from the equation verified by .?z, we deduce that 
and this, with the strict monotonicity of glO,j implied by (H;;‘), leads to 
g(t)=O, j#i, t<t,--. Then, Z-‘(t)=O, for t<t,; this implies that 
Z(a’) = 0. Now, since %+ is a solution of (E), we have Z,(a,? ) = 0, for each 
t in [w; and, from the expression of I and the non-negativity of z’+, it 
follows that 1+ = 0. 
In the same way as in Proposition 2, we can prove also that z- = 0, and, 
so, 2 = 0, which completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
Remark. We considered here the more direct situation in which strict 
monotonicity and Lipschitzean character are assumed. It is certainly 
possible to weaken these assumptions. Let us observe here that, without 
assuming strict monotonicity, the method just applied allows us to show 
that, for some index ii, we have 2; (t) = 0, t E K!. 
With the same index i,, we have, then, 2,7(t) = 0, t E [w; therefore 
,q,( t) = 0, t E R. 
Considering the function y, with Ki, i # i,, as components we see that y is 
a solution of the system (P) obtained by taking 0 as the i,th component in 
g,,,. (P) has the same properties as (,I?), but it is now impossible to assert 
that y oscillates, and, then, we cannot simply iterate the preceding result to 
deduce that another component of 1 is 0, and iterate again to ensure finally 
that all the components of 2 are 0. 
There is, however, a class of oscillating solutions to which this procedure 
applies. We state this result as a proposition: 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume (Hi). Then, each solution x of (E), such that 
Z(x) = 0, tends to 0 at infinity. 
Proqf of Proposition 5. Notice that, from Lemma 3, solutions x, with 
Z(x) = 0, are oscillating near to 0. So, using Remark 7, we know that, if x is 
a limiting function of f, then, for at least one index i,, we have fi, = 0. 
Considering now the sub-system introduced in the same remark, and the 
function y, we have Z(y) = 0. Therefore, y is oscillating, and, then y + and 
y- are also oscillating. Since y + and y- are still solutions of the “sub- 
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system,” and this sub-system verifies the assumptions of Proposition I, then 
we can conclude, as before, that for some index i,, iz # i,, we have 
Y,; = 1‘,? = 0, i.e., JJ,, = 0. This proof can be iterated n times, and leads to 
the conclusion of Pioposition 5. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let X, y be two solutions of (E), with I(x) = I(.v). 
Centering the system around the solution J, we get a new system (E-‘), 
where g,,, has been replaced with h,,j(t, u) = g,,,(t, yj(t) + u) -gl,,(t, l,(t)). 
(E”) still verifies (Hi). x is now replaced with z =x - J’. 
Since the formula for the “first integral” of (E’) is Z-“(U) = Z(JJ + U) - I(y), 
we have Z”(z) = 0. 
So, (E-“) together with z verifies the assumptions of Proposition 5, and, 
then, the conclusion follows: z(t) -0, t+fx; i.e., x(t)-,~y(t)-+O, t-+x,, 
which is the desired result. 
As a possible application of the theorem, we can consider the case where 
the system (E) is almost-periodic in t. The following result is an immediate 
consequence of the principle “uniqueness implies existence” which has been 
developed for almost-periodic systems, notably in [ 1, 23. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume (H;O and that the g,,,( t, u)‘s are almost-periodic 
in t, un$ormly with respect to the bounded sets of u’s. Then to each CI in R, 
there can be associated one and only one almost-periodic solution p of (E), 
such that Z(p) = CL 
Moreover, any other solution of (E) with the same “‘first integral’ is 
asymptotically equal to p. 
[L in particular, the g,.,‘s are T-periodic, then p is T-periodic, and all the 
solutions are asymptotically T-periodic. 
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